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SG: UMID Application

- Activities since the Niagara
  - Started TC review of “Study Report Part 2–1” on Mar. 26 and approved(?)
    - Specifically contains:
      - UMID Resolution Protocol
      - UMID based Program Package Exchange
  - Proposed a new DG on “UMID Resolution Protocol”
    - TC review done on May 26 and now under ST review(?)
      - To be briefly introduced later
  - Submitted an initial draft of “Study Report Part 2–2”
    - Specifically contains
      - UMID Applications in MXF
      - ... not completed yet, though ....
Study Report Part 2-2

Goal
- “Additional technologies needed to be standardized”

UMID applications in MXF
- MXF overview
  - Internal behaviour model
  - MXF OPs
- Three kinds of UMID in MXF
  - Material Package UID (MpUmid)
  - File Package UID (FpUmid)
  - Those interleaved within Essence Container (BodyUmid)
- Applications of MpUmid
- Applications of FpUmid
- Applications of BodyUmid

Still under study
Activities since the Niagara
  ◦ DP ballot closed on May 20
    • Result
      • 10 Affirmative
      • 1 Negative
      • 8 Abstain

  • One comment received from Mr. Burnett
    • Missing IP statement?
Next Step

- **SG: UMID Applications**
  - Study Report Part 2–2
    - Hopefully completed before the Geneva meeting

- **AHG: RP 205 Revision**
  - Hopefully toward Standards Committee Audit?

- **New DG on “UMID Resolution Protocol”**
  - Hopefully started
Thanks!